Generalized Λ-semiflows are an abstraction of semiflows with nonperiodic solutions, for which there may be more than one solution corresponding to given initial data. A select class of solutions to generalized Λ-semiflows is introduced. It is proved that such minimal solutions are unique corresponding to given ranges and generate all other solutions by time reparametrization. Special qualities of minimal solutions are shown.
Introduction
Minimal solutions form a particular class of solutions to evolution problems possibly having more than one solution corresponding to given initial data. The idea is to select one particular solution corresponding to each given range of solutions.
The concept is introduced in [[11] , Section 3] for gradient flows in Hilbert spaces, generated by continuously differentiable functions. In [11] , the reverse approximation of gradient flows as minimizing movements is studied; the notion of minimal solutions proves crucial in the considerations therein.
In the present paper, an abstract approach is taken with the aim of introducing the concept of minimal solutions to a wide variety of evolution problems with non-unique solutions, on a topological space S , endowed with a Hausdorff topology. Abstraction of semiflow An established basic concept in the study of evolution problems with unique solutions (corresponding to given initial data) is that of a semiflow. A semiflow on a metric space S is a family of continuous mappings S(t) : S → S , t ≥ 0, for which the semigroup properties S(0)x = x, S(t + s)x = S(t)S(s)x (x ∈ S , s, t ≥ 0)
hold; t → S(t)x is identified with the unique solution u : [0, +∞) → S with initial value u(0) = x. Diverse methods are known to abstract dynamical systems, allowing for nonuniqueness of solutions.
One method is to define S(t) as a set-valued mapping and to interpret S(·)x as the collection of all the solutions u : [0, +∞) → S with initial value u(0) = x (multivalued semiflow, e.g. [4, 3, 14] ). Another method is to consider a semiflow S(·) defined on the space of maps u : [0, +∞) → S (not on the phase space S ), by S(t)u = u t , where u t (·) := u(· + t) [17] . A third method [5] is to take the solutions themselves as objects of study and generalize the concept of semiflow on the basis that a semiflow S(·) can be equivalently defined as the family of maps u : [0, +∞) → S , u(t) = S(t)u(0). Definition 1.1. (J. M. Ball [5] ) A generalized semiflow U on S is a family of maps u : [0, +∞) → S (called solutions) satisfying the hypotheses (G1) Existence: For each u 0 ∈ S there exists at least one u ∈ U with u(0) = u 0 .
(G2) Translates of solutions are solutions: If u ∈ U and τ ≥ 0, then the map u τ (t) := u(t + τ ), t ∈ [0, +∞), belongs to U .
(G3) Concatenation: If u, v ∈ U ,t ≥ 0, with v(0) = u(t), then w ∈ U , where w(t) := u(t) for 0 ≤ t ≤t and w(t) := v(t −t) for t >t.
(G4) Upper-semicontinuity with respect to initial data: If u j ∈ U with u j (0) S → x, then there exist a subsequence u j k of u j and u ∈ U with u(0) = x such that u j k (t) S → u(t) for each t ≥ 0.
If in addition the hypothesis (S) is satisfied, then U is a semiflow:
(S) For each u 0 ∈ S there is exactly one u ∈ U with u(0) = u 0 .
Generalized Λ-semiflow The concept of generalized Λ-semiflow introduced in this paper is an abstraction of semiflows with non-periodic solutions, where nonuniqueness phenomena may occur (see Section 3.1).
2
As in [5] , a semiflow is defined as a family of maps u : [0, +∞) → S satisfying the hypotheses (G1) -(G4) and (S). The solutions themselves are taken as objects of study. However, in the study of minimal solutions, the dynamics between solutions sharing the same range are of interest, rather than the limit behaviour (G4) of solutions possibly having different ranges. The definition of generalized Λ-semiflow mirrors this aspect.
A generalized Λ-semiflow on S is defined to be a nonempty family of maps u : [0, +∞) → S (called solutions) satisfying hypotheses relating to (see Definition 3.1). We will focus on generalized Λ-semiflows with sequentially continuous solutions.
We note that
• there is a connection between the concept of generalized Λ-semiflow and Ball's concept of generalized semiflow (see next page, minimal solutions to generalized semiflows);
• the hypotheses constituting a generalized Λ-semiflow are mild enough to allow of applications of the theory of minimal solutions to cases beyond the scope of generalized semiflows (see next page, minimal solutions to gradient flows in metric spaces).
2 'nonperiodic' means that there is no periodic nonconstant solution The Λ in 'generalized Λ-semiflow' is no parameter; it reminds of the presence of a Lyapunov or Lyapunov-like function which is a typical example for a situation in which periodic nonconstant solutions are excluded.
Minimal solutions to generalized semiflows Every generalized semiflow with non-periodic continuous solutions is a generalized Λ-semiflow and all our results 1, 2, 3 relating to existence, uniqueness and characteristics of minimal solutions are applicable (see Theorem 4.2 and Theorem 4.4).
Minimal solutions to gradient flows in metric spaces A gradient flow on a metric space S [2] , generated by a functional φ : S → (−∞, +∞] and its strong upper gradient g : S → [0, +∞], is described by the energy dissipation inequality
for all 0 ≤ s ≤ t; the solutions u : [0, +∞) → S are referred to as curves of maximal slope for φ w.r.t. g (see definitions in Section 5.1).
If φ and g are lower semicontinuous and φ is quadratically bounded from below, then the corresponding gradient flow is a generalized Λ-semiflow and all our results 1, 2, 3 relating to existence, uniqueness and characteristics of minimal solutions are applicable (see Theorem 5.8 and Theorem 5.9).
It is true that our assumptions do not suffice to guarantee a priori the existence of curves of maximal slope but if solutions exist, our concept of minimal solutions can be applied.
Further, a special quality of minimal solutions to a gradient flow can be proved: a curve of maximal slope is a minimal solution if and only if it crosses the 0 level set of the strong upper gradient g in an L
1 -negligible set of times (before it possibly becomes eventually constant) (see Proposition 5.11).
We note that, under our assumptions, the gradient flow is a generalized Λ-semiflow but does not fit into the concept of generalized semiflow; additional assumptions such as the relative compactness of the sublevels of φ (which entails that φ is bounded from below by a constant) and a conditional continuity assumption would be needed in order to prove the upper-semicontinuity hypothesis (G4) in the Definition 1.1 of generalized semiflow (cf. [16] where the theory of generalized semiflow [5] is used to prove the existence of the global attractor for a gradient flow).
Further results
If there exists a function Ψ : S → R which decreases along solution curves, a characterization of minimal solutions in terms of Ψ is also provided (see Proposition 4.6). Time translation and concatenation of minimal solutions yield minimal solutions (see Proposition 3.11).
Plan of the paper In Section 3, we give the precise definitions of generalized Λ-semiflow, explaining our hypotheses and the link to the classical notion of semiflow, and of minimal solutions, and we prove results relating to existence, uniqueness and characteristics of minimal solutions, within the abstract framework of generalized Λ-semiflow. In Sections 4 and 5, we apply our concept of minimal solutions to generalized semiflows (Section 4) and to gradient flows in metric spaces (Section 5).
Notation
The phase space S is endowed with a Hausdorff topology and x j S → x denotes the corresponding convergence of sequences.
The range of a curve u : [0, +∞) → S is denoted by
its union with what is usually referred to as ω-limit set in the literature by
and we set
We say that the limit lim t↑ν u(t) =: w ⋆ ∈ S exists for ν ∈ (0, +∞] iff u(t n ) S → w ⋆ for every sequence of times t n ↑ ν.
Generalized Λ-semiflow, minimal solutions
We develop an abstract framework for our analysis of evolution problems for which there may be more than one solution sharing the same range. In this context, we define generalized Λ-semiflows, generalizing the notion of semiflows with Lyapunov function to a certain extent adapted for our considerations.
Definition of generalized Λ-semiflow
Definition 3.1. A generalized Λ-semiflow U on S is a nonempty family of maps u : [0, +∞) → S satisfying the hypotheses:
(H1) For every u ∈ U and τ ≥ 0, the map u τ (t) := u(t + τ ), t ∈ [0, +∞), belongs to U .
(H2) Whenever u, v ∈ U with v(0) = u(t) for somet ≥ 0, then the map w : [0, +∞) → S , defined by w(t) := u(t) if t ≤t and w(t) := v(t −t) if t >t, belongs to U .
with u(r 1 ) = u(r 2 ) and r 1 < r 2 , then l 1 < l 2 .
(H4) If u ∈ U and there exists a map w : [0, θ) → S with θ < +∞ such that w| [0,T ] can be extended to a map in U for every T ∈ [0, θ), and w([0, θ)) = R[u], then the limit lim t↑+∞ u(t) =: w ⋆ ∈ S exists and the mapw : [0, +∞) → S , defined bȳ
(H5) If a map w : [0, +∞) → S has the property that w| [0,T ] can be extended to a map in U for every T > 0, then w ∈ U .
The elements u ∈ U are referred to as solutions.
The hypotheses (H1) and (H2) say that time translates of solutions are solutions and that the concatenation of two solutions yield a solution. It appears that both axioms arise quite naturally in generalizations of semiflow theory including nonuniqueness phenomena (cf. [5] and Definition 1.1).
The meaning of hypothesis (H3) is that there is only one proper direction to run through the range of a solution. Typical examples (as given in this paper) are situations involving an energy decreasing along solution curves and which is constant along a solution only if the solution is constant. As a consequence of (H3) (by choosing u = v) we also obtain u(s) = u(t) if and only if u(r) = u(s) for all r ∈ [s, t] for all u ∈ U and 0 ≤ s < t < +∞.
Remark 3.2. Hypothesis (H3) may be replaced by (3.1) in Definition 3.1. Indeed, if the translation and concatenation hypotheses (H1) and (H2) hold good and all u ∈ U satisfy (3.1), then (H3) follows by a contradiction argument: suppose that there exist u, v ∈ U and r 1 < r 2 , l 2 < l 1 such that v(l 1 ) = u(r 1 ) = u(r 2 ) = v(l 2 ), and construct the map w : [0, +∞) → S ,
which belongs to U by (H1) and (H2). Then w(r 1 ) = w(r 2 + l 1 − l 2 ), but w(r 2 ) = w(r 1 ) and r 1 < r 2 < r 2 + l 1 − l 2 , in contradiction to (3.1).
Conversely, (H3) implies (3.1), as already mentioned.
The extension property expressed in hypothesis (H4) excludes degenerate cases corresponding to the rate at which the range of a solution is described. We give an example of such degenerate case which should be excluded. , we see that U does not satisfy (H4).
Hypothesis (H5) reflects the 'local character' of U . The following example provides a classic case of a non-local characterization being tantamount to some arbitrariness which we intend to exclude by hypothesis (H5).
Example 3.4. Let S = R 2 and U be the family of all continuous maps
Then it is easy to check that U is nonempty and satisfies (H1) -(H4) but U does not satisfy (H5). In this case, any strictly increasing continuous map g : [0, +∞) → R which does not eventually become linear will yield a counterexample to (H5).
Let us explain to what extent our notion of generalized Λ-semiflow is an abstraction of the classical semiflow theory.
We observe that any semiflow U whose members satisfy (3.1) is a generalized Λ-semiflow. This follows from the time translation and uniqueness property (corresponding to given initial data) of a semiflow ((G2) and (S)). It is straightforward to check (H1) -(H3) in this case. Choosing u ∈ U and w : [0, θ) → S as in (H4), we obtain u| [0,θ) = w| [0,θ) by (S) (since u(0) = w(0) by (H3)) so that w([0, θ)) = R[u] and (3.1) yield u constant in [θ, +∞). This proves (H4). Finally, (H5) follows from (S).
On the other hand, if a member u : [0, +∞) → S of a semiflow does not satisfy (3.1), then there is necessarily a time T > 0 such that u is periodic and nonconstant on [T, +∞). Indeed, if there exist 0 ≤ s <r < t < +∞ such that u(s) = u(t) but u(r) = u(s), then (G2) and (S) imply u(r + s) = u(r + t) for all r ≥ 0 which is equivalent to
The hypotheses (H3) and (H4) do not hold good in this case. We illustrate this situation excluded in Definition 3.1 with an example. 
Clearly, U is a semiflow on R 2 but the hypotheses (H3) and (H4) are not satisfied and U is not a generalized Λ-semiflow.
A connection between generalized Λ-semiflows and the established theory of generalized semiflows introduced by Ball [5] is made in Section 4. We will see that any generalized semiflow whose members satisfy (3.1) satisfies the hypotheses (H1) -(H3), (H5) and a slightly weaker variation on (H4). If, in addition, all the solutions are continuous, then it satisfies (H4), too.
We note that a generalized Λ-semiflow U on S is nonempty but there may be initial data x ∈ S for which there exists no u ∈ U with u(0) = z. Also, nothing is said about the behaviour of a sequence (u j ) in U with converging initial data u j (0).
Gradient flows in metric spaces fit very well in the concept of generalized Λ-semiflows. This aspect is examined in Section 5.
A partial order between solutions
Let a generalized Λ-semiflow U on S be given. We introduce a particular class of solutions (which we call minimal solutions), arising naturally from a partial order in U :
An element u ∈ U is minimal if for every v ∈ U , u ≻ v yields u = v; and U min denotes the collection of all the minimal solutions.
Let us make a few comments on Definition 3.6. It is not clear a priori if minimal solutions exist at all. Some kind of compactness property of U appears necessary in order to guarantee the existence of minimal solutions. Let us consider our main tools concerning compactness for the existence proof given in section 3.3.
+∞) is increasing and 1-Lipschitz if and only
We introduce the class of truncated solutions
and we define the map ρ :
The following compactness hypothesis will turn out to be appropriate for our purposes:
We note that in the above situation it holds that
since ρ is lower semicontinuous with respect to pointwise convergence.
Now, we have all the ingredients to prove the existence of minimal solutions. Our construction will be based on a step-by-step procedure of truncating a given trajectory and each time minimizing ρ with respect to the truncated range.
Existence and characteristics of minimal solutions
Existence and uniqueness of minimal solutions corresponding to given ranges is proved under the additional compactness hypothesis (C).
It is shown that among solutions sharing the same range, the minimal solution induces all the other ones by time reparametrization (3.2) and it reaches any point in the range in minimal time.
Definition of U [R]
For a generalized Λ-semiflow U and the range R = R[y] ⊂ S of a solution y ∈ U , we define U [R] as the collection of all the solutions w ∈ U with
We note that the set R is indeed independent of the choice y ∈ U with R[y] = R:
Proof. If t n → +∞, y(t n ) S → w ⋆ , then there is a sequence of times (s n ) with y(s n ) = y(t n ), and by (H3), we may assume that (s n ) is increasing. Let S := sup n s n . If S = +∞ or T ⋆ (y) < +∞, nothing remains to be shown. If S < +∞ and T ⋆ (y) = +∞, then we obtainỹ([0, S)) = R[y] = R[ỹ] by (H3), and thus by (3.1) there exists δ > 0 such thatỹ is constant in (S − δ, +∞], in contradiction to T ⋆ (y) = +∞. This proves (3.7).
Let us take a close look at the case of finite θ in (3.6). If there exists a solution w ∈ U [R] with w([0, θ)) = R and θ < +∞, we may apply (H4) and obtain that the limit lim t↑+∞ y(t) =: w ⋆ ∈ S is well-defined and that w(t) = w ⋆ for all t ≥ θ. We notice that R then takes the form R = R ∪{w ⋆ }.
The following observation which is a direct consequence of Definition 3.6 and (3.1) may be seen as motivation behind considering U [R].
Lemma 3.8. For y, w ∈ U , the implication . The same holds if θ < +∞, z(t) = θ for somet ≥ 0. Finally, we consider the case θ < +∞, z(t) < θ for all t ≥ 0. It holds that
. The proof of (3.8) is complete. Now, our theorem reads as follows.
Theorem 3.9. Let U be a generalized Λ-semiflow on S satisfying the compactness hypothesis (C). Suppose that every solution u ∈ U is sequentially continuous, i.e.
Then the following statements hold good:
(1) For every R = R[y] ⊂ S which is the range of a solution y ∈ U there exists a unique minimal solution
⊂ S be the range of a solution y ∈ U . We distinguish between two cases: T ⋆ (y) = +∞ and T ⋆ (y) < +∞. In the first case we select an increasing sequence of times T n ↑ +∞ with y(T n ) = y(T n+1 ) for all n ∈ N. Then we have
If T ⋆ (y) < +∞, we may go through the following proof with just one step n = 1 and
For every n (n ∈ N or n = 1), we minimize ρ (defined in (3.4)) in
Since y(· ∧ T n ) ∈ G[R n ] and thus inf w∈G[Rn] ρ(w) ≤ T n < +∞, the compactness hypothesis (C) and (3.5) yield the existence of a minimizer
. Then it follows from (H3) that t 0 ∈ (0, ρ(u n )) and that there exists
. By (H1) and (H2), we may construct a truncated solution w ∈ G[R n ],
The same argument shows that u n is injective in [0, ρ(u n )].
We now set S n := ρ(u n ) ≤ T n and define z n : [0,
The map z n is increasing by (H3), and
A further contradiction argument (which we omit since it is very similar to the preceding two) shows that S n < S n+1 and that
In particular, we obtain
Let S ⋆ := sup n S n . Due to (3.10), we may define
and
If S ⋆ = +∞, then the map u : [0, +∞) → S belongs to U by (H5). Since it holds that T ⋆ (y) = +∞ in this case, we obtain y(t) = u(z(t)) for all t ≥ 0. In particular, y ≻ u. If S ⋆ < +∞ and T ⋆ (y) = +∞, we apply hypothesis (H4) which provides that the limit lim t↑+∞ y(t) =: u ⋆ ∈ S is well-defined in this case and that extending u by the constant value u ⋆ yields a map in U , i.e. u : [0, +∞) → S defined as
belongs to U . Again we obtain y(t) = u(z(t)) for all t ≥ 0, and thus y ≻ u.
The same goes for the case S ⋆ = S 1 , T ⋆ (y) < +∞: in this case we may extend u as in (3.13) due to (H1) and (H2), and extending z by the constant value S ⋆ , we obtain y ≻ u.
Suppose now that
Then, due to (3.8), it follows that for everyū ∈ U , u ≻ū yields u =ū. This shows that u ∈ U min , and by (3.14) again, u is the unique minimal solution in U [R].
So it only remains to prove (3.14):
If there is only one step n = 1 in the construction of u and S ⋆ = S 1 , then we clearly have
It holds that v(t) = u(z(t)) for all t ∈ [0, T ⋆ (v)). Following the same arguments as above for z, we obtain thatz is increasing and 1-Lipschitz. Extendingz by the constant value
The proof of (1) is complete.
The statements (2) - (5) are direct consequences of our method of constructing the minimal solutions. However, we provide independent proofs.
(2). Let u ∈ U min and suppose that there exist 0 ≤ t 0 < t 1 < T ⋆ (u) such that u(t 0 ) = u(t 1 ). By (3.1) it follows that u(r) = u(t 0 ) for all r ∈ [t 0 , t 1 ]. Now we define w : [0, +∞) → S as
which belongs to U by (H1) and (H2). Choosing z(t) := t ∧ t 0 + (t − t 1 ) + , we see that u ≻ w, which yields w = u since u is minimal. This implies u(r) = u(r + t 1 − t 0 ) for all r ≥ t 0 . Due to (3.1), it follows that u is constant in [t 0 , +∞), in contradiction to t 0 < T ⋆ (u). So u is injective in [0, T ⋆ (u)).
(3) is a special case of (4).
If T ⋆ (u) < +∞, we may assume w.l.o.g. that s 0 < t 0 ≤ T ⋆ (u). We note that v(s 1 ) = u(s 0 ) and v(t 1 ) = u(t 0 ) by (H3), and define w : [0, +∞) → S as (2)), it follows that z(s 0 ) = s 0 and z(t 1 − s 1 + s 0 ) ≥ t 0 . So we obtain
by the 1-Lipschitz continuity of z. This proves (4).
(5). Suppose that u ∈ U satisfies the assumption of claim (5) (3.8) . By assumption of (5), it follows that t ≤ z(t) for all t ∈ [0, T ⋆ (u)). Taken together, this yields z(t) = t for all t ∈ [0, T ⋆ (u)), and thus u = v. So we obtain that u is minimal.
The proof of Theorem 3.9 is complete. Remark 3.10. In view of Definition 3.6 and (C), the sequential continuity (3.9) of the solutions appears a natural hypothesis in our concept (cf. the instances under consideration in Sections 4 and 5).
We do not make use of the compactness hypothesis (C) and of (3.9) in the proof of the statements (2) and (5).
Time translates of minimal solutions are minimal soulutions and the concatenation of two minimal solutions yield a minimal solution:
Proposition 3.11. Let U be a generalized Λ-semiflow on S . Then it holds:
For every u ∈ U min and τ ≥ 0, the map u τ (t) := u(t + τ ), t ∈ [0, +∞), belongs to U min .
Whenever u, v ∈ U min with v(0) = u(t) for somet ≥ 0 and u is sequentially continuous (3.9), then the map w : [0, +∞) → S , defined by w(t) := u(t) if t ≤t ⋆ and w(t) := v(t −t ⋆ ) if t >t ⋆ , witht ⋆ :=t ∧ T ⋆ (u), belongs to U min .
Proof. We prove the first statement: Let u ∈ U min and τ ≥ 0. Suppose that
and there exists an increasing 
we obtain u ≻ṽ. Since u is minimal, it follows that u =ṽ, hence u τ = v and the claim is proved. Now, we prove the second statement: Let u, v ∈ U min ,t ≥ 0 be given, sett ⋆ :=t ∧ T ⋆ (u) and define w : [0, +∞) → S as
Suppose that w ≻ y for some y ∈ U . Then y ∈ U [R[w]] and there exists an increasing 1-Lipschitz map z : [0, +∞) → [0, +∞) such that w(t) = y(z(t)) for all t ≥ 0. We define w i : [0, +∞) → S (i = 1, 2) as
Choosing
we see that u ≻ w 1 and v ≻ w 2 . As u, v are minimal solutions, it follows that u = w 1 , v = w 2 . Hence, y(t) = u(t) for all t ≤ z(t ⋆ ) and y(t) = v(t − z(t ⋆ )) for all t > z(t ⋆ ). Due to statement (2) in Theorem 3.9, the minimal solution u is injective in [0, T ⋆ (u)). So, u = w 1 implies z(t ⋆ ) =t ⋆ and we obtain y = w. The proof is complete.
Remark 3.12. Clearly, U min satisfies (H3), and with similar arguments as in the proof of Proposition 3.11, it is possible to show that U min satisfies (H4) and (H5), too. The second statement of Proposition 3.11 still holds for 0 ≤t ≤ T ⋆ (u) if we do not assume that u is sequentially continuous.
Minimal solutions to generalized semiflows
We study the theory developed in Section 3 with regard to the concept of generalized semiflows introduced by Ball [5] .
According to [5, 6] , we suppose that S is a metric space with metric d and we work with the topology induced by the metric, i.e.
We refer the reader to Definition 1.1 for the definition of generalized semiflow. For a given generalized semiflow U , the following is defined in [5] :
A complete orbit is a map w : R → S such that for any s ∈ R, the map w s (t) := w(t + s), t ∈ [0, +∞), belongs to U . A complete orbit w is stationary if w(t) = x for all t ∈ R, for some x ∈ S . (L2) ψ(u(t)) ≤ ψ(u(s)) for every u ∈ U and 0 ≤ s ≤ t < +∞, (L3) whenever the map t → ψ(w(t)) (t ∈ R) is constant for some complete orbit w, then w is stationary.
Generalized semiflows with Lyapunov function and continuous solutions are discussed in [6, 5] .
Minimal solutions to generalized semiflows We find that any generalized semiflow with Lyapunov function and continuous solutions is a generalized Λ-semiflow, i.e. satisfies the hypotheses (H1) -(H5) in Definition 3.1. Moreover, the compactness hypothesis (C) is satisfied.
We will see that the same holds good for any generalized semiflow with continuous solutions satisfying (3.1).
Also we will see that the presence of a function decreasing along solution curves allows of a further characterization of minimal solutions. Theorem 4.2. Let U be a generalized semiflow on S . Suppose that there exists a function Ψ : S → R for U satisfying (L2) and (L3) and that every solution u ∈ U is sequentially continuous, i.e.
u(t j )
S → u(t) whenever t j → t, t j , t ∈ [0, +∞).
Then U is a generalized Λ-semiflow, according to Definition 3.1, and satisfies the compactness hypothesis (C). In particular, all the statements (1) - (5) of Theorem 3.9 hold good for U .
Comment on the function Ψ : S → R We suppose that there exists a function Ψ : S → R for U satisfying (L2) and (L3). If, in addition, Ψ is continuous, then it is called a Lyapunov function for U (according to [5, 6] , Definition 4.1 above).
Please note that we do not need to require continuity of Ψ in order to obtain the results of Theorem 4.2.
Proof. The existence hypothesis (G1) implies that U is nonempty.
The hypotheses (H1) and (H2) correspond to (G2) and (G3). In order to prove (H3), it is now sufficient to show (3.1), due to Remark 3.2. Let u ∈ U and 0 ≤ s < t < +∞ such that u(s) = u(t). Then it follows that Ψ(u(r)) = Ψ(u(s)) for all r ∈ [s, t] since Ψ • u is decreasing. Applying (G2), (G3) and (G4), we obtain that the map v : R → S defined as
is a complete orbit for U . It holds that Ψ(v(r)) = Ψ(u(s)) for all r ∈ R and we may conclude that v is stationary, i.e. u(r) = u(s) for all r ∈ [s, t]. This proves (3.1). Now, let us show that U satisfies (H4). Let u ∈ U . Suppose that there exists a map w : [0, θ) → S with θ < +∞ and w([0, θ)) = R [u] such that w| [0,T ] can be extended to a map in U for every T ∈ [0, θ). In particular, whenever T ∈ [0, θ), S ∈ [0, +∞), w(T ) = u(S), the map w(·, T, S) : [0, +∞) → S defined as w(t, T, S) := w(t) if 0 ≤ t ≤ T u(t + S − T ) if t > T belongs to U . If T ⋆ (u) < +∞, the claim easily follows from hypothesis (H3) already proved above. If T ⋆ (u) = +∞, we select an increasing sequence of times S n ↑ +∞. Due to (H3), we find a corresponding increasing sequence (T n ) with w(T n ) = u(S n ); moreover T n ↑ θ: indeed, if sup n T n ≤ T < θ for some T ∈ (0, θ), then w would be constant in a small interval around sup n T n since
Applying (G4) to w n (·) := w(·, T n , S n ), we obtain that there exists a subsequence n k ↑ +∞ andw ∈ U such that w n k (t) S →w(t) for all t ≥ 0. It holds thatw(t) = w(t) for all t ∈ [0, θ). As a member of U , the mapw is sequentially continuous in (0, +∞). Hence the limit lim t↑θ w(t) exists and coincides withw(θ) =: w ⋆ ∈ S . In particular,
Since the sequence S n ↑ +∞ has been chosen arbitrarily, it follows that u(t n ) S → w ⋆ whenever t n → +∞,w(t) = w ⋆ for all t ≥ θ, which gives (H4).
The hypothesis (H5) directly follows from a simple application of (G4).
Finally, we prove (C). Let a sequence v n ∈ T [U ], n ∈ N, be given, satisfying sup n ρ(v n ) < +∞ and R[v n ] = R[v 1 ] for all n ∈ N. We may assume w.l.o.g. that T n := ρ(v n ) → T for some T ∈ [0, +∞). We selectv n ∈ U such thatv n (t) = v n (t) for all t ∈ [0, T n ]. We note that v n (0) = v 1 (0) and v n (T n ) = v 1 (T 1 ) by (H3). Due to (G4), there exists a subsequence n k ↑ +∞ and a solutionv ∈ U such thatv n k (t) S →v(t) for all t ∈ [0, +∞). Since all the solutions are continuous in (0, +∞), this convergence is uniform in compact subsets of (0, +∞) by [ [5] , Thm. 2.2]. Moreover, it holds that 
of u is nonempty and there exists a mapw : [0, +∞) → S in U satisfyingw
We notice that if Ψ is continuous, then Ψ is constant on ω(u).
We note that the only point in the proof of Theorem 4.2 where the function ψ plays a role is when we prove (H3). Furthermore, the arguments in the proof of (H3) show that a generalized semiflow fails to satisfy (H3) if and only if it admits a nonconstant periodic orbit. So we obtain Theorem 4.4. Let U be a generalized semiflow on S .
If every solution u ∈ U is sequentially continuous and satisfies (3.1), then U is a generalized Λ-semiflow satisfying the compactness hypothesis (C) and all the statements (1) - (5) of Theorem 3.9 hold good for U .
If there exists a solution u ∈ U which does not satisfy (3.1), then there exists a nonconstant solution v ∈ U and µ > 0 such that v(r) = v(r + µ) for all r ≥ 0.
Our next remark concerns the topological setting.
Remark 4.5. The theory of generalized semiflows has been developed by Ball [5, 6] for metric spaces. The only (but critical) point where we make explicit use of the metrizability of the topology is when we apply [ [5] , Thm. 2.2] in the proof of the compactness hypothesis (C).
We conclude this section with a characterization of minimal solutions in terms of a function which decreases along solution curves. Proposition 4.6. Let a topological space S endowed with a Hausdorff topology be given. Let U be a generalized Λ-semiflow on S satisfying the compactness hypothesis (C). Suppose that every solution u ∈ U is sequentially continuous (3.9) and that there exists a function Ψ : S → R which decreases along solution curves, i.e. Ψ(u(t)) ≤ Ψ(u(s)) for every 0 ≤ s < t < +∞, u ∈ U .
Then the following holds:
Whenever u ∈ U and Ψ is injective on
Proof. The first statement directly follows from (3) in Theorem 3.9: indeed, if t ∈ [0, T ⋆ (u)), then there existst ≥ 0 with u(t) = v(t) and applying (3) we obtaint ≥ t and hence Ψ(u(t)) = Ψ(v(t)) ≤ Ψ(v(t)); if T ⋆ (u) < +∞ and t ≥ T ⋆ (u), then Ψ(u(t)) = min s≥0 Ψ(u(s)) ≤ inf s≥0 Ψ(v(s)) ≤ Ψ(v(t)). Now, we prove the second statement. Let u ∈ U be given and assume that Ψ is injective on R[u] and that Ψ(u(t)) ≤ Ψ(v(t)) for every v ∈ U [R Hence, Ψ(u(t)) = Ψ(v(z(t))) ≥ Ψ(v(t)) ≥ Ψ(u(t)) for all t ∈ [0, +∞). This yields u(t) = v(t) for all t ∈ [0, +∞) and the proof is complete.
Remark 4.7. We do not make use of (C) and (3.9) in the proof of the second statement of Proposition 4.6 (cf. Remark 3.10).
Minimal solutions to gradient flows
It is known that gradient flows can be studied within the framework of generalized semiflows [16] . However, our approach to apply the theory of minimal solutions to gradient flows in metric spaces is independent of Section 4. The special structure of the energy dissipation inequality allows of taking into consideration cases in which the gradient flow for a functional does not fit into the concept of generalized semiflow due to the lack of compactness but still is a generalized Λ-semiflow.
We find a particular feature of the minimal solutions to a gradient flow: they cross the critical set {x ∈ S | g(x) = 0} of the functional with respect to the corresponding upper gradient g only in a negligible set of times before they possibly become eventually constant.
Curves of maximal slope
We give some of the basic definitions concerning gradient flows in metric spaces, following the fundamental book by Ambrosio, Gigli and Savaré [2] :
Let (S , d) be a complete metric space and let the notation S → correspond to the convergence in the metric d, i.e.
So-called curves of maximal slope are defined for an extended real functional φ : S → (−∞, +∞] with proper effective domain
The notion of curves of maximal slope goes back to [8] , with further developments in [9] , [13] .
Locally absolutely continuous curve Definition 5.1. We say that a curve v : [0, +∞) → S is locally absolutely continuous and write v ∈ AC loc ([0, +∞);
In this case, the limit 
is locally absolutely continuous and
This slightly modified version of [ [2] , Def. 1.2.1] (which requires (5.1) only for s > 0) can be found in [16] .
In [2] , also the concept of weak upper gradient is defined. The notion of upper gradient is an abstraction of the modulus of the gradient to a general metric and nonsmooth setting. 
and the energy dissipation inequality
is satisfied for all 0 ≤ s ≤ t < +∞.
Typical candidates for g are the local slope
the relaxed slope
and similar modifications of the lower semicontinuous envelope of the local slope [2, 15, 9, 13, 16] .
− φ| is a strong upper gradient for φ, the energy dissipation inequality is equivalent to the classical gradient flow equation
and admits at least one solution for every initial value.
Definition of U (φ, g) It is usually not clear a priori whether a candidate function g : S → [0, +∞] is an upper gradient or not (except that the local slope is a weak upper gradient [2] ). Our analysis of gradient flows with regard to our concept of generalized Λ-semiflow and minimal solutions will not rely on the behaviour of g as a strong or weak upper gradient. Our considerations will concern locally absolutely continuous curves satisfying the energy dissipation inequality for some given function g : S → [0, +∞] without specifying the role g plays for the functional φ.
In view of the concatenation hypothesis (H2), we assume that the energy dissipation inequality holds everywhere for ϕ = φ • u. We define U (φ, g) as the family of all the locally absolutely continuous curves u ∈ AC loc ([0, +∞); S ) with u(0) ∈ D(φ), satisfying the energy dissipation inequality
If g is a weak or strong upper gradient for φ and u ∈ U (φ, g), then u is a curve of maximal slope for φ w.r.t. g. Remark 5.6. In Definition 5.5, we tacitly assume that g • u is Borel; otherwise the integral on the right-hand side would be set +∞.
Example of a nonempty family U (φ, g) The following existence result is provided in [2] , the proof of which is based on the notion of minimizing movements [7] : Suppose that the functional φ : S → (−∞, +∞] is lower semicontinuous, i.e.
quadratically bounded from below, i.e. there exist A, B > 0, 4) and suppose that d-bounded subsets of a sublevel of φ are relatively compact, i.e.
Further, suppose that g := |∂ − φ| is a strong upper gradient for φ. Then the following holds [2] : for every u 0 ∈ D(φ), there exists at least one curve u of maximal slope for φ w.r.t. |∂ − φ|, with initial value u(0) = u 0 , the energy dissipation inequality (5.2) holds (in fact, equality holds in (5.2)) and u ∈ U (φ, |∂ − φ|).
Remark 5.7. Whenever g : S → [0, +∞] is a strong upper gradient for a functional φ : S → (−∞, +∞], and there exists a curve u of maximal slope for φ w.r.t. g, it follows from Definition 5.2 of strong upper gradient that u ∈ U (φ, g) (with equality in (5.2)) and φ•u is locally absolutely continuous. The family U (φ, g) then coincides with the collection of all the curves of maximal slope for φ w.r.t. g.
Gradient flow as generalized Λ-semiflow
We want to prove that U (φ, g) is a generalized Λ-semiflow:
Theorem 5.8. Let φ : S → (−∞, +∞] and g : S → [0, +∞] be given. We assume that φ and g are lower semicontinuous, i.e. 6) and φ is quadratically bounded from below, i.e. there exist A, B > 0,
and we suppose that U (φ, g) = ∅. Then U (φ, g) is a generalized Λ-semiflow, according to Definition 3.1.
Proof. We first note that if g is lower semicontinuous, then g • u is Borel for every curve u ∈ AC loc ([0, +∞); S ). The hypothesis (H1) follows by the classical change of variables formula: if u ∈ U (φ, g) and τ ≥ 0, then u τ (·) := u(· + τ ) ∈ AC loc ([0, +∞); S ) with metric derivative |u
Similarly, we show (H2). Let u, v ∈ U (φ, g) with v(0) = u(t) for somē t ≥ 0 and define w : [0, +∞) → S ,
Clearly, w ∈ AC loc ([0, +∞); S ) with
and the energy dissipation inequality (5.2) directly follows for 0 ≤ s ≤ t ≤t and by change of variable as above, fort ≤ s ≤ t < +∞. If 0 ≤ s <t < t, we obtain (5.2) by splitting up φ(w(s)) − φ(w(t)) = φ(w(s)) − φ(w(t)) + φ(w(t)) − φ(w(t)).
This shows (H2). Now, let a map u : [0, +∞) → S be given with the property that u| [0,T ] can be extended to a map in U (φ, g) for all T > 0, i.e. for every T > 0 there exists w T ∈ U (φ, g) with w T (t) = u(t) if t ≤ T . In particular, it holds that u ∈ AC loc ([0, +∞); S ) and |w
). This shows that U (φ, g) satisfies (H5).
Obviously, U (φ, g) satisfies (H3).
It remains to prove (H4). Let u ∈ U (φ, g). Suppose that there exists a map w : [0, θ) → S with θ < +∞ and w([0, θ)) = R[u] such that w| [0,T ] can be extended to a map in U (φ, g) for all T ∈ [0, θ). Then w ∈ AC([0, T ]; S ) for every T ∈ (0, θ), i.e. the metric derivative
Moreover, w(0) ∈ D(φ) and the energy dissipation inequality
holds for all 0 ≤ s ≤ t < θ. By assumption, there exist A, B > 0,
We set
It holds that ξ is nonnegative and Borel (since φ is lower semicontinuous) and for every t ∈ [0, θ), the map ξ is bounded from above in [0, t] and
We used the fact that 
Applying the integral form of Gronwall's inequality (see e.g. [ [10] , Appendix B]) to ξ, we obtain
In particular,
for all t ∈ [0, θ). By Hölder inequality, it follows from (5.8) and (5.10) that
for all 0 ≤ s ≤ t < θ.
Since S is complete, this shows that the limit lim t↑θ w(t) =:
, +∞) and there exists T ∈ [0, θ) such that w(t) = w ⋆ for all T ≤ t < θ; nothing remains to be shown in this case.
If T ⋆ (u) = +∞ and S n ↑ +∞, there exists a corresponding increasing sequence T n ↑ θ with w(T n ) = u(S n ); this follows from (H3) (cf. proof of Theorem 4.2). So we obtain d(u(t n ), w ⋆ ) → 0 whenever t n → +∞.
Moreover, since u ∈ U (φ, g) satisfies the energy dissipation inequality (5.2) and inf t≥0 u(t) = inf t∈[0,θ) w(t) > −∞ by (5.10), it holds that +∞ 0 g 2 (u(r)) dr < +∞.
Hence, lim inf r→+∞ g(u(r)) = 0 and we obtain
by the lower semicontinuity of g. Further, for s ∈ [0, θ), the energy dissipation inequality
follows from (5.8) and the lower semicontinuity of φ.
We definew : [0, +∞) → S ,
Clearly,w ∈ AC loc ([0, +∞); S ), and by (5.8), (5.12) and (5.11), it holds that w ∈ U (φ, g).
The proof is complete.
The assumptions (5.6) and (5.7) on φ and g in Theorem 5.8 are only used in the proof of (H4). The lower semicontinuity hypotheses on φ and g allow the passage to the limit in the energy dissipation inequality and are natural assumptions whenever some kind of limit behaviour concerning the energy dissipation inequality is of interest (cf. the long-time analysis for gradient flows in [16] ). This will again be the case in the proof of (C) in Section 5.3.
We note that we do not need to require any compactness property of φ such as (5.5); the quadratic bound (5.7) from below suffices for our purposes.
Also the existence of minimal solutions will be proved without assuming any compactness property of φ.
Minimal gradient flow
In this section, we study minimal solutions to gradient flows. Our aim is to apply Theorem 3.9 and Proposition 4.6 to U = U (φ, g), providing existence and characteristics of minimal solutions. Moreover, we will see that minimal solutions u ∈ U min to gradient flows are characterized by the particular property that
Let φ : S → (−∞, +∞] and g : S → [0, +∞] be given. Throughout this section, we assume that φ and g are lower semicontinuous (5.6) and φ is quadratically bounded from below (5.7), and we define U (φ, g) as in Definition 5.5. Due to Theorem 5.8, the family U (φ, g) is a generalized Λ-semiflow on S (provided it is nonempty).
We want to prove that U (φ, g) satisfies (C). The critical point is a passage to the limit in the energy dissipation inequality, as in the proof of (H4). The passage to the limit will now concern both terms on the left-hand side of the energy dissipation inequality (5.2) so that the lower semicontinuity of φ will not suffice. Such obstacles are usually overcome by assuming that g is a strong upper gradient for φ or by allowing any decreasing function ϕ ≥ φ • u in a modified energy dissipation inequality with pairs (u, ϕ) as solutions (cf. [16] ).
For our purposes, it is sufficient to assume that φ • u : [0, +∞) → R is continuous for every solution u ∈ U (φ, g). This is satisfied e.g. if g is a strong upper gradient (cf. Remark 5.7).
Theorem 5.9. Let the assumptions of Theorem 5.8 be satisfied and suppose that φ • u : [0, +∞) → R is continuous for every u ∈ U (φ, g).
(5.13)
Then the generalized Λ-semiflow U (φ, g) satisfies (C) and all the statements (1) - (5) of Theorem 3.9 hold good for U (φ, g). Moreover, both statements of Proposition 4.6 are applicable to U (φ, g).
Proof. We write U = U (φ, g). Let a sequence v n ∈ T [U ], n ∈ N, be given with sup n ρ(v n ) < +∞ and R[v n ] = R[v 1 ] for all n ∈ N. Since the truncated solution v 1 is continuous with
is sequentially compact. Furthermore, it is straightforward to check that
Applying a refined version of Ascoli-Arzelà theorem [ [2] , Prop. 3.3.1], we obtain that there exist a subsequence n k ↑ +∞ and a curve v :
It is not difficult to see that v ∈ AC loc ([0, +∞); S ) and
We may assume w.l.o.g. that T n k := ρ(v n k ) → T for some T ∈ [0, +∞). For every t ∈ [0, +∞), there exists a sequence of times t k ∈ [0, T 1 ] such that v 1 (t k ) = v n k (t). It follows from this and from (5.14) and (5.13) that
Moreover, we note that for U = U (φ, g) and the range R = R[y] ⊂ S of a solution y ∈ U , it holds that
If g is a strong upper gradient for φ, then U (φ, g) coincides with the collection of all the curves of maximal slope for φ w.r.t. g (cf. Remark 5.7). The next proposition deals with a special quality of minimal solutions to a gradient flow in terms of the 0 level set of the corresponding strong upper gradient. 
(ii) u crosses the set {x ∈ S | g(x) = 0} of critical points of φ w.r.t. its upper gradient g in an L 1 -negligible set of times, i.e.
Proof. First we notice some properties of U (φ, g) if g is a strong upper gradient (cf. Remark 5.7): every solution u ∈ U (φ, g) satisfies
for all 0 ≤ s ≤ t < +∞, it holds that for L 1 -a.e. r ∈ [0, +∞). By (5.16), it follows that z ′ (r) = 1 for L 1 -a.e. r ∈ [0, T ⋆ (u)), which implies z(t) = t for all t ∈ [0, T ⋆ (u)). This shows that u = v and the claim is proved. Now, we prove that (i) implies (ii). Let u be a minimal solution, with T ⋆ (u) ∈ (0, +∞]. Let Ω := {t ∈ (0, T ⋆ (u)) : g(u(t)) > 0}.
As g is lower semicontinuous (5.6), the set Ω is open.
We define x : [0, T ⋆ (u)) → [0, +∞) as
The map x is locally absolutely continuous; further, it is strictly increasing since u is injective in [0, T ⋆ (u)) by Theorem 3.9, (2). Let There exists a strictly increasing, continuous inverse y : [0, X) → [0, T ⋆ (u)), y(x(t)) = t for all t ∈ [0, T ⋆ (u)), x(y(x)) = x for all x ∈ [0, X).
Since y is monotone, it is differentiable L 1 -a.e. in [0, X) and its derivative y ′ belongs to L 1 (0, X ′ ) for every X ′ < X. We define ϑ : [0, X) → [0, +∞),
The chain rule for absolutely continuous functions (see e.g. [ [12] , Thm. 3.44]) applied to x • y yields y ′ (r) > 0 for L 1 -a.e. r ∈ (0, X). So it holds that 0 < ϑ(x 2 ) − ϑ(x 1 ) ≤ y(x 2 ) − y(x 1 ) for all 0 ≤ x 1 < x 2 < X, and the map z : [0, T ⋆ (u)) → [0, +∞), defined as z := ϑ • x, is strictly increasing and 1-Lipschitz, i.e. 0 < z(t 2 ) − z(t 1 ) ≤ t 2 − t 1 for all 0 ≤ t 1 < t 2 < T ⋆ (u).
The chain rule for absolutely continuous functions cannot be directly applied to y • x since we do not know whether y is absolutely continuous or not, but imitating the proof of [ [12] , Thm. 3.44], we obtain y ′ (x(t))x ′ (t) = 1 a.e. in Ω.
We used (5.18). By the chain rule, now applied to ϑ • x, it follows that for all 0 ≤ s ≤ t < θ. Obviously, x • t is the inverse map of ϑ. Since ϑ is locally absolutely continuous with ϑ ′ (r) = y ′ (r) > 0 a.e. in (0, X), its inverse x • t is locally absolutely continuous. By change of variables (see e.g. [ [12] , Thm. 3.54]), we obtain x(t(t)) − x(t(s)) = Moreover, it holds thatw(z(t)) = u(t) for all t ∈ [0, +∞). Hence, u ≻w which implies u =w since u is minimal. We obtain z(t) = t for all t ∈ [0, T ⋆ (u)) (5.25)
as u is injective in [0, T ⋆ (u)).
If T ⋆ (u) < +∞, then θ < +∞, and it is not difficult to see thatw defined as above belongs to U (φ, g). Extending z by the constant value θ, we again obtain u ≻w, and thus (5.25).
If θ = +∞ and T ⋆ (u) = +∞, then w ∈ U (φ, g) and u ≻ w, from which (5.25) follows. This means that u satisfies (5.16). The proof is complete.
The strict monotonicity of φ along minimal solutions and (5.16) Every minimal solution u is injective in [0, T ⋆ (u)) due to Theorem 3.9, (2). The functional φ is injective on R[u] for every u ∈ U (φ, g) (Remark 5.10). It follows that φ is strictly decreasing along minimal solutions, i.e.
φ(u(t)) < φ(u(s)) for all 0 ≤ s < t < T ⋆ (u), u ∈ U min (φ, g), (5.26) where U min (φ, g) denotes the collection of all the minimal solutions in U (φ, g). We note that (5.26) is not sufficient to conclude that a solution is minimal. In [ [11] , Appendix A], we give an example of a one-dimensional gradient flow to a function whose derivative has a Cantor-like 0 level set K ⊂ R, and we construct a solution parametrized by a positive finite Cantor measure concentrated on K; this solution satisfies (5.26) but does not satisfy (5.16) and is not minimal. The example illustrates that condition (5.16) is stronger than (5.26) and that the strict monotonicity of the functional along a solution curve u ∈ U (φ, g) does not guarantee that u ∈ U min (φ, g).
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